
SPFAST TRYOUT EVALUATION 
BATTING AND FIELDING 

 

FIELDING GROUND BALLS: 

1 Rarely fields the ball. Receives ground ball at feet, squats to field, poor transition from glove to throwing, 
over runs ball, or waits for ball to come to them. 

2 Seldom receives the ball with 2 hands, fields ball to the side of body, lacks speed in transition from 
fielding to throwing. 

3 Occasionally receives ball with 2 hands, fields ball in center of body, slow transition from throwing to 
fielding. 

4 Frequently receives ball with 2 hands, fields ball in center of body, charges the ball, good transition from 
fielding to throwing. 

5 Always receives ball with 2 hands, fields ball in center of body, charges the ball, quick transition from 
fielding to throwing. 

 

THROWING TO FIRST BASE: 

1 Poor mechanics, unable to direct ball, throws with little distance. 

2 Displays good mechanics, seldom throws ball with accuracy, lacks speed & strength. 

3 Displays proper throwing technique, occasionally throws with accuracy, lacks speed & strength. 

4 Displays proper throwing technique, frequently throws with accuracy; has speed & strength. 

5 Displays proper throwing technique, always throws with accuracy, speed & strength. 

 

CATCHING THROWN BALLS: 

1 Unable to use glove properly, stabs at ball, appears to be afraid, rarely catches the ball. 

2 Sometimes uses glove properly, seldom catches the ball. 

3 Most of the time uses glove properly, occasionally catches the ball. 

4 Utilizes glove efficiently, uses 2 hands most of the time, frequently catches the ball. 

5 Utilizes the glove effectively, absorbs ball, always uses 2 hands, moves body to receive ball in front, 
always catches the ball. 

 
 

BATTING FRONT TOSS AND BATTING TEES: 

1 Poor mechanics, does not load or stride and unable to contact ball. 

2 Seldom displays proper mechanics (load and stride), hits ball for minimal distance and lacks bat speed. 

3 Occasionally displays proper hitting technique (load and stride) hits the ball for some distance, displays 
occasional bat speed & some strength. 

4 Frequently displays proper hitting technique (load and stride) hits the ball for distance, displays bat 
speed & strength. 

5 Always displays proper hitting technique (load and stride) hits the ball for distance and displays 
consistent bat speed & strength. 

 

FLY BALLS: 

1 Poor mechanics, unable to use glove properly, appears to be afraid, rarely catches the ball. 

2 Sometimes uses glove properly, seldom catches the ball, does not drop-step. 

3 Most of the time uses glove properly, occasionally catches the ball, sometimes drop-steps. 

4 Utilizes glove efficiently, uses 2 hands most of the time, frequently catches the ball off throwing shoulder 
and drop-steps. 

5 Utilizes the glove effectively, absorbs ball off throwing shoulder, always uses 2 hands, moves body to 
receive ball in front, always catches the ball. 



 
SPFAST TRYOUT EVALUATION 

PITCHERS AND CATCHERS 
 

PITCHING (Accuracy and Velocity): 

1 Has difficulty pitching strikes and batters consistently make contact when the pitcher throws strikes. 

2 Pitches strikes some of the time and most batters will make contact when the pitcher throws strikes. 

3 Pitches strikes most of the time and some batters make contact when the pitcher throws strikes. 

4 Pitches strikes on command and a few of the batters are able to make contact when the pitcher 
throws strikes. 

 

CATCHING (Receiving and Throwing): 

1 Has difficulty catching pitched balls and throws to bases with little accuracy.  

2 Catches pitched balls some of the time and throws accurately to bases some of the time. 

3 Catches pitched balls most of the time and throws accurately to bases most of the time. 

4 Successfully and consistently catches pitched balls and accurately throws to bases with confidence. 

 
 

SITUATIONS  
(NOT USED FOR TRYOUTS) 

COACHES GUIDE FOR POSITION ASSESSMENTS DURING GAMES 
 

1 Needs constant direction on all aspects of game. Rarely knows game situations. 

2 Seldom knows game situations. 

3 Occasionally knows game situations. Displays some hesitation before making the play. 

4 Frequently knows game situations. Knows ahead of time where the play needs to be made. 

5 Always displays a strong understanding of rules & game strategies. Knows ahead of time where the play 
needs to be made. 

  


